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Abstract: A hand-held laser-induced breakdown spectroscopy device was used to acquire spectral
emission data from laser-induced plasmas created on the surface of cerium-gallium alloy samples
with Ga concentrations ranging from 0–3 weight percent. Ionic and neutral emission lines of the two
constituent elements were then extracted and used to generate calibration curves relating the emission
line intensity ratios to the gallium concentration of the alloy. The Ga I 287.4-nm emission line was
determined to be superior for the purposes of Ga detection and concentration determination. A limit
of detection below 0.25% was achieved using a multivariate regression model of the Ga I 287.4-nm line
ratio versus two separate Ce II emission lines. This LOD is considered a conservative estimation of
the technique’s capability given the type of the calibration samples available and the low power (5 mJ
per 1-ns pulse) and resolving power (λ/∆λ = 4000) of this hand-held device. Nonetheless, the utility
of the technique is demonstrated via a detailed mapping analysis of the surface Ga distribution of a
Ce-Ga sample, which reveals significant heterogeneity resulting from the sample production process.

Keywords: plasma spectroscopy; nuclear forensics; analytical chemistry; nuclear chemistry;
lanthanide spectroscopy; LIBS

1. Introduction

Laser-induced breakdown spectroscopy (LIBS) systems have shown increasing promise to bolster
current capabilities for chemical analysis, particularly for cases involving the need for near real-time,
standoff, and/or in situ sampling with little to no sample preparation. This is often desired in
applications involving hazardous materials or the monitoring of industrial processes. Nuclear forensics
is one such application where LIBS has found significant application [1]. Several studies have
demonstrated the ability of LIBS to detect nuclear material in matrices relevant to the nuclear
community, such as geological deposits [2,3], uranium ores [4,5], and surrogate nuclear debris [6].
Other studies validated the use of LIBS in nuclear safeguard applications, including analysis of
IAEAswipe samples [7], nuclear reprocessing plant activities [8], and standoff detection of radiological
threat materials [9]. Recently, Harilal et al. summarized the advancements in LIBS and other optical
techniques to conduct isotopic analysis in laser-produced plasmas (LPPs) [10]. Portable hand-held
LIBS (HH-LIBS) systems, such as the SciAps Z500-ER [11], have demonstrated the ability to detect
uranyl fluoride contamination in metallic and sand substrates at a level of 250 ppm, as well as rare
earths in uranium matrices [12,13]. This work demonstrates the capability of a HH-LIBS to conduct
rapid chemical analysis of cerium alloys for the first time.

Cerium, a lanthanide series metal, is a common chemical surrogate for plutonium. Cerium metal
has similar physical and chemical properties to plutonium [14], and previous studies have used cerium
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as a nonradioactive substitute for plutonium to gain insights into plutonium behavior [15–18]. This use
of cerium makes it a substance of interest to the nuclear forensics community. A particularly interesting
property of cerium is its behavior when alloyed with gallium.

Gallium is a common fuel stabilizer material, alloyed with plutonium for use in nuclear
applications [19]. Upon extraction from reprocessing, plutonium metal exists in its α (monoclinic)
phase; this phase is characterized by brittleness and large changes in atomic volume over small
changes in temperature, making it a less than ideal candidate for machining into fuel rods or other
nuclear components [20]. The δ (FCC) phase of Pu is malleable and much less sensitive to atomic
volume changes; however, it only exists between 600 and 700 K [21]. A phase change could easily be
achieved by heating plutonium metal; however, it cannot be stabilized at room temperature. In order to
circumvent this problem, a stabilizer, such as gallium, is added in small amounts to the plutonium and
alloyed through an annealing process. This stabilizes the δ phase at room temperature, allowing the
metal to be machined [14]. Cerium can also be alloyed with gallium; Ce-Ga alloys have similar
properties to Pu-Ga alloys, and studying them can provide useful insights into the behavior of Pu-Ga
metals [15,17]. LIBS provides a promising avenue to analyze the Ce-Ga alloy production process.
Being able to determine and map the Ga concentration rapidly in a metal alloy sample can provide an
indication of the process used to create the sample, as the level of sample heterogeneity is sensitive to
the temperatures, cooling rates, and equipment used in the alloy production process [22]. The use of
LIBS to monitor a metallic alloy production process has been studied previously [23–25], but to our
knowledge, this work represents the first study of a hand-held LIBS device to conduct such an analysis
of a lanthanide metal alloy. The rest of the paper is organized as follows: the metallurgical processes
used to create the Ce-Ga samples are described in Section 2. The HH-LIBS settings and mathematical
pre-processing routines used in the data analysis are described in Section 3. Strong neutral and ionic
emission lines of both elements are identified and analyzed in Section 4. Section 5 discusses the
univariate calibration curves generated from emission peak intensity ratios and the limits of detection
calculated from the fit parameters. A multivariate regression model fit to the data is discussed in
Section 6. This model was then used to conduct a surface mapping analysis of the Ga concentration
variation across a sample; the results are presented in Section 7.

2. Sample Manufacturing

The cerium and gallium alloy samples were made using a Thermo Scientific Thermolyne (Model
Number FD1545M) resistive heating furnace. Cerium metal (99.9% purity) was obtained from Aldrich
Chemistry, and gallium metal (99.99% purity) was obtained from Alfa Aesar. Preparation of the samples
took place in an argon-filled glovebox with oxygen content nominally under 200 PPM. Between 10
and 20 g of cerium metal in chips of approximately 4 g each were weighed using a mass balance
(Mettler Toledo PR2003 DeltaRange). Gallium metal was then heated to its liquid state (approximately
60 ◦C) and measured out using a glass pipette to the desired concentration within the Ce-Ga alloy.
The combined Ce-Ga was placed in a magnesium oxide crucible obtained through Fisher Scientific and
heated in the furnace to 850 ◦C and held at that temperature for 8 h. The furnace temperature was then
reduced to 480 ◦C and held for 12 h to anneal the samples. After annealing, the furnace was turned
off and allowed to cool via natural convection down to room temperature. The crucible containing
the Ce-Ga alloy was removed and cracked with a hammer to release the sample. Samples were then
exposed to ambient air and humidity to grow an oxide layer. For the scope of this work, the Ce-Ga
samples were exposed to air for over three months.

3. Spectral Acquisition and Pre-Processing

A commercially-available SciAps Z500-ER was used to collect spectral data from the alloy samples.
The Z500-ER (Figure 1) is an industrial HH-LIBS device that uses a 5-mJ 1064-nm Nd:YAG laser at
a repetition rate of 10 Hz to ablate the surface of a sample. Spectral emissions are then collected by
a group of four on-board spectrometers and recorded by the device computer. The gate delay of
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the device was varied, and an optimal delay of 450 ns was determined to give the best signal while
minimizing noise. Ten cleaning shots were used to ablate through the surface of any oxide layer that
had developed on the sample surface. Additionally, an argon gas purge was used before each data
shot to minimize the presence of spectral lines of air in the data. The automated raster function of the
device was used to sample eight different surface locations three times each, and an average spectrum
was saved.

Figure 1. The SciAps Z500-ER hand-held (HH)-LIBS device used in this study.

The extracted peak data was then processed in a method similar to the one used for UO2F2

detection with this device [12] and based on well-established spectral pre-processing techniques that
aid in quantitative analysis [26,27]. First, a signal removal method algorithm was employed to subtract
the baseline from the spectra. Next, a five-point Savitzky–Golay (SG) filter was employed after analysis
determined that it removed continuum noise from the peak while maintaining the peaks and valleys
in the spectra. Finally, a third-order noise median method (NMM) function was used to further
remove noise from the peak wings. The applied filter is shown in Figure 2. The filter parameters were
optimized to maximize noise reduction and minimize peak information loss. Ensuring the filtering
algorithms did not clip the peaks allowed for the highest accuracy in the peak ratio calculations for the
calibration curves discussed further in Section 5.
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Figure 2. Ce II 394.3-nm emission peak after effective smoothing and noise reduction by a five-point
Savitzky–Golay (SG) filter.
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4. Analytical Line Selection

Four emission lines (Ga I 287.4 nm, Ga I 294.4 nm, Ce II 394.3 nm, and Ce II 413.8 nm) were
identified for use in building calibration curves. These lines appeared across all gallium concentrations
tested and were relatively free from other spectral interferences. These lines were extracted from
each spectrum and processed according to the routine described in Section 3. Figure 3 displays the
behavior of the two selected gallium emission lines with varying gallium concentration levels in the
alloy sample. The peak intensity increased as the weight percent of gallium in the alloy increased,
as expected. These lines showed good responsiveness to gallium concentrations, and their line shapes
suggested that the plasma was optically thin and free from self-absorption for these emissions.
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Figure 3. Ga I emission peaks centered at (a) 287.4 nm and (b) 294.4 nm. The peak intensities increase
as the gallium concentration in the alloy increases.

The Ce II peak behavior was similarly analyzed as a function of gallium concentration; the results
are displayed in Figure 4. As expected, Ce II peak emission intensity decreased as the Ga concentration
of the samples increased. The large drop in intensity between pure Ce and the 0.5% Ga sample was
likely due to surface gallium crystallization diminishing the Ce peak intensity of some of the spectra
taken from this lower concentration sample; this effect was then propagated to the averaged spectra.
The recorded peak intensity ratios for the selected gallium and cerium emission lines were further
analyzed to create calibration curves for the samples.
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Figure 4. Ce II emission peaks centered at (a) 394.3 nm and (b) 413.8 nm. The peak intensities decrease
as the Ga concentration in the alloy increases.
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5. Univariate Calibration Curves and Limits of Detection

Four different calibration curves were fit for the purposes of conducting a univariate analysis of
the spectral data. The ratio of each Ga I peak to each Ce II peak was taken across all concentrations.
The first calibration curve sets using the Ga I 287.4-nm line are displayed in Figure 5. The data points
from the intensity ratios are represented by the black dots; error bars were calculated from standard
deviation measurements of the peak intensities between shots. The increasing magnitude of error
corresponding to increasing concentrations is most likely due to the varying heterogeneity of the
samples; the data indicated that as the Ga concentration of the sample increased, the more non-uniform
the surface was. This would lead to higher variations in intensity between shots and yield a higher
standard deviation for these samples. A weighted linear regression based on the error of each data
point was employed to create the calibration curve for each dataset; this is represented by a solid red
line. Error terms of the fitting coefficients were calculated, and the confidence region is noted by the
dashed red lines. The largest error was seen in the intensity ratios from the 3% samples, as these peaks
had the largest shot-to-shot variation. While emission line intensities were dependent on parameters
such as laser energy and spot size, the intensity ratios remained relatively constant since individual
line intensities scaled similarly with changing plasma temperature and plasma density. Therefore,
line ratios from normalized spectra taken with other laser systems can be compared to these calibration
curve sets.
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Figure 5. Calibration curve from line intensity ratios of the Ga I 287.4-nm emission to the (a) Ce II
394.3 nm (b) and the Ce II 413.8-nm emission lines. The regression fit is shown with a solid red line,
while errors in the regression coefficients are plotted with the dashed red lines.

The same analysis was conducted using intensities of the Ga I 294.4-nm peak, shown in Figure 6.
Upon initial visual inspection, it was clear that the fits for the calibration ratios generated using the
294.4-nm peak intensities were worse than those derived from the 287.4-nm peak in Figure 5. The low
signal intensity of this line at low Ga concentrations made it difficult to achieve a good fit. These data
clearly indicated the superiority of the 287.4-nm emission line for Ga detection purposes at low Ga
weight percentages. LODs for each calibration curve were calculated according to the commonly-used
definition 3σd/s. σd is referred to as the standard deviation of the blank, and inferred from variations
in spectra taken from cerium with no gallium. s refers to the slope of the calibration line. Table 1 lists
all experimental fitting parameters along with the limits of detection for each calibration curve.

The tabulated R-squared values and LODs for each calibration set reflect the conclusions drawn
from the observations of Figures 5 and 6. The coefficients of determination were much closer to unity
for the calibration curves built using the Ga I 287.4-nm peak data. Additionally, the calculated LODs
using these peaks were an order of magnitude less than those calculated from the 294.4-nm peak.
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These calculations confirmed the superiority of the 287.4-nm line for quantitative analysis of gallium
concentrations in Ce-Ga alloys, particularly at lower gallium concentrations.
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Figure 6. Calibration curve from line intensity ratios of the Ga I 294.4-nm emission to the
(a) Ce II 394.3-nm (b) and the Ce II 413.8-nm emission lines.

Table 1. Fitting parameters for calibration curves for the equation y = ax + band limit of detection (LOD).

Line Ratio a δa b δb R2 LOD (wt%)

287.4 nm/394.3 nm 0.098 0.0294 0.0072 0.0036 0.9669 0.335
287.4 nm/413.8 nm 0.106 0.0320 0.0066 0.0032 0.9661 0.318
294.4 nm/394.3 nm 0.053 0.0251 0.0029 0.0033 0.4855 3.524
294.4 nm/413.8 nm 0.063 0.0243 0.003 0.0033 0.5637 3.429

6. Multivariate Analysis

Multivariate analysis is commonly used in the analysis of complex spectra [28–30]. This technique
numerically estimates how multiple independent input variables interact to produce the dependent
response; this can result in a fit with less statistical uncertainty than a univariate calibration [31]. In this
case, the intensity ratios of the Ga I 287.4-nm line to the Ce II 394.3-nm and 413.8-nm lines were analyzed
using the multivariate regression function in MATLAB. More advanced multivariate techniques such
as partial least squares (PLS) and principle component regression (PCR) are also commonly used in the
LIBS community for quantitative elemental analysis. These techniques have the advantage of using
the entire spectrum to inform their calibrations, at the cost of an increase in processing complexity.
Given the limited computing power of the on-board systems of a hand-held instrument, these more
advanced techniques were avoided. However, a simple MLS regression technique based on two
well-defined, interference-free peak ratios appeared reasonable for this application. The generated
coefficients from the MLS approach are displayed in Table 2.

Table 2. Fit parameters for multivariate regression of data points using Ga I 287.4-nm line intensities.

Parameter Value

b0 0.006
b1 2.934
b2 5.886
δb0 0.001
δb1 0.341
δb2 0.333
R2 0.994
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These produced a regression fit of the following form:

y = b0 + b1x1 + b2x2 (1)

Here, y represents the Ga concentration in a sample, x1 represents the peak intensity ratios
I287/I394, and x2 represents the ratio I287/I413. The regression equation is plotted with the experimental
data in Figure 7 and includes the confidence interval based on the error bounds calculated for the
tabulated fitting parameters.

The limit of detection using this multivariate method was calculated in the same manner as
the univariate calibrations. The standard deviation σd was calculated by using the regression in
Equation (1) with peak ratios taken from a blank shot series. The standard deviation in the calculated
concentrations was then extracted. The slope s was calculated for the 3D line plot. Using the relation
3σd/s gave an LOD of 0.2435% Ga using the multivariate regression, a 23 percent improvement in
LOD over the best-achieved univariate calibration, as well as a superior R-squared value.

Figure 7. Multiple regression plot fitting ratios of the Ga I 287.4-nm peak intensity to a model
determining Ga concentration based on the correlation between peak intensity ratios.

7. Concentration Mapping

The data from the calibration curves were further used to analyze the gallium distribution
across the surface of a Ce-Ga alloy sample. Mapping the gallium concentration can yield valuable
insights into the alloy production process and help evaluate flaws in the alloying and annealing
treatments. Determining how well distributed the gallium in an alloy is can also help indicate its
origin. This mapping process was conducted by mounting both the HH-LIBS and the alloy sample
onto a laser table and securing them. An x-y translation stage was used to adjust the ablation location
on the sample. Data points were taken at 1-mm intervals, and a 2D linear interpolation was used
to determine the concentration between mapping points. Each point was ablated 10 times, and the
average spectrum was recorded. The Ga/Ce peak ratios used in the multivariate calibration model
were calculated at each data point; these ratios were then used to determine the gallium concentration
from Equation (1). The results of the mapping process on the three percent Ce-Ga alloy sample are
shown in Figure 8.

The black line around the sample points represents the boundary of the sample piece. Each color
reflects a gallium concentration between zero and six weight percent. Although the sample was
created with amounts of each metal to reach a overall sample that was three percent gallium by weight,
non-uniform cooling of the surface of the sample during the annealing process in the crucible led to
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the varying surface Ga distribution in Figure 8. The samples were created by pouring the molten metal
into a room-temperature crucible to mix them; upon contacting the crucible surface, the hot molten
alloy can “flash freeze”, causing phase changes and Ga crystallization along the surface boundary [32].
This rapid cooling prevents the gallium from migrating and distributing uniformly along the surface,
leading to areas with higher amounts of gallium interspersed with zones of nearly no gallium [17].
This result is clearly reflected in Figure 8, where the yellow- to red-colored zones identify ablation
points where gallium crystallized in the cerium lattice instead of diffusing due to the lower temperature.
This experimental result proved the HH-LIBS device was capable of conducting surface concentration
mapping analysis to evaluate the production quality of a cerium metal sample.
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Figure 8. (a) Photograph of the 3% Ga cerium alloy sample used in the mapping analysis and (b) surface
Ga concentration map of the sample. The color map represents the localized weight percent of gallium
ranging from zero to six percent.

8. Conclusions

This study presented novel spectral line emission data of cerium-gallium alloys taken with a
hand-held laser-induced breakdown spectroscopy device. Univariate calibration curves were built
from the ratios of selected atomic emission lines of gallium and cerium, and calibration fit parameters
were tabulated. A limit of detection up to 0.318% was achieved from the univariate calibration curve
approach, and it was determined that for the detection of gallium in lower quantities, the Ga I 287.4-nm
line was the superior calibration standard due to its strong presence even at low weight percent
concentrations of gallium. Multivariate analysis was used to improve the regression model and yielded
an improved LOD of 0.2435%, making it superior to the univariate calibration fits. The multivariate
regression model was then used to conduct a detailed surface mapping analysis of a cerium-gallium
alloy, manufactured to have an overall gallium concentration of 3%. This allowed for a detailed map
of the surface gallium distribution to be made, highlighting areas in which rapid cooling of the metal
alloy in the crucible occurred during the annealing process, leading to an uneven diffusion of gallium
atoms in the crystal lattice of the metal.
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